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DESCRIPTION

31531

2005 Guigal Hermitage Rouge

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$79.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"Deeply pitched aromas of cherry compote, potpourri and Asian spices, with an exotic note of singed orange. Concentrated but surprisingly
lively, with densely packed dark berry flavors and a hint of bitter chocolate. The floral note comes back strongly on the impressively long,
smoky finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

11886

2006 Domaine Jean Louis Chave Hermitage

$215.00

N/A

N/A

"An incredibly subtle perfume of black raspberries, creme de cassis, camphor, and acacia flowers is followed by an elegant, concentrated
wine with beautifully integrated acidity, tannin, wood, and alcohol. This seamless, gorgeously-proportioned, large-framed wine represents the
definition of finesse, elegance, and terroir." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

38442

2007 Guigal Ermitage Ex Voto

$395.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2007 Hermitage Ex-Voto is a flamboyant, exuberant, showy effort that flirts with perfection. Its nearly overwhelming perfume of spring
flowers, balsamic notes, blackberries, cassis, melted licorice and espresso roast is followed by an intense, full-bodied wine with silky tannins,
massive concentration and a finish that lasts over a minute." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 98pts

284051

2004 Domaine Jean Louis Chave Hermitage

$195.00

N/A

"This red offers a gorgeous beam of currant and fig paste, surrounded by ample supple tannins and notes of coffee, worn leather, violet,
licorice snaps and iron. The long, rich finish has nice detail now, but better to cellar this for maximum effect." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

